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About This Game
Feel the rush of motorcycle racing with Ducati World Championship. Select your machine from over 70 original Ducati models,
perfectly simulated replicas of the real thing. With Ducati World Championship you don't have to settle on one model - you can
have them all!
Ducati World Championship features more than 70 superbly modeled motorbikes from 4 different categories  Classics, Sports,
Road and Grand Prix. There are over 34 exciting circuits to race on with an incredible amount of extras to unlock. A 360-degree
view into the world of motorcycle racing enables players to be a pilot racing in the amateur, semi professional and professional
racing classes, intent on reaching the Superbike and the Grand World Championship.
Play against your friends in split-screen multiplayer mode.
60 tournaments in five different game modes.
Burn up the track at over 210 MPH on your Ducati Desmosedici
Choose from more than 70 motorbikes from four different categories  Classics, Sports, Road and Grand Prix.
34 adrenalin-pumping circuits with a huge amount of unlockable extra content.
Varied weather and track conditions with realistic lighting effects
Learn how to become a champion rider with Loris' Riding Lessons!
Work your way up through the challenging Career Mode with increasingly faster bikes and gorgeous Race Queens!
Three different playing modes - arcade, normal and simulation - give you countless options and endless hours of fun!
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Title: Ducati World Championship
Genre: Racing
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Artematica Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2007
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ducati world championship pc. игра ducati world championship. ducati world championship gameplay. ducati world
championship. ducati world championship not working. ducati world championship download. ducati world championship pc
game free download. ducati world championship soundtrack. ducati world championship system requirements pc. ducati world
superbike championships. ducati world championship pc game download. ducati world championship pc game
Pretty wierd game, I got this game in a bundle, but I wonder who literally just buy this game! XD. This Game is♥♥♥♥♥♥:|
. this game blows. In fact, this was a very good game. In fact, I might just play it again to complete it again, in fact. In fact I
know a lot more about autism now and maybe my parents can finally love me in fact :). Fun, too short game. Really great story
ideas and atmoshphere. TOO SHORT. Loved their original Lost Crown game, and can't wait for the new one.. Very nice pack!
Great job done by Bossman Games - looking forward to their Black 5! Only snag I had troubles with, the braking (air and vac),
found both to be very weak and takes quite a while to bring the loco (with\/without stock) to a stand. Other than that I
reccomend!. Perfect for my craps addiction.
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Like Guns of Icarius but chaotic in bad way - more action, less strategy. Poor graphics, models & sound. Would have been
good/groundbreaking if released 3 or 4 years earlier than it was.. Reminds me of similar flash games, only worse and not free.
Visuals are so bad you can't tell foreground from background half of the time. Oxygen is limited so you have to go fast, but even
slightly touching a wall means death. Also, lots of aggressive fish.. This is the best MAR WAR game ever, the series has never
been so bug free before 10\/10 would lick again.. For all the Gilgamesh fans out there who cannot stop fangirling over AUO,
forget about his sexy smirk for a minute and see this cute chibi AUO fill your heart with love.. An interesting environment to
explore and interact in VR. There's a lot of fun activities and minigames to explore. A lot of attention to detail by the developer.
I have a lot to discover yet, but the minigolf and bowling are fun, and I loved playing the drums.
Honestly, I found this after I returned Pierhead Arcade because it doesn't support throwing on WMR headsets. That's being a
lazy developer, so I won't give him my money. Support those developers that are willing to support their customers.. Very nice
game =) Fascinatingly
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